




Good evening & Welcome!

It is my great pleasure and privilege to welcome you all this evening to the 5th an-
nual TEDx event at Goodenough College in London. We are excited to have you 
once again, both at the Great Hall and online, as esteemed guests at our flagship 
academic event.

We are generously supported by Goodenough College, which always does its utmost 
to support academic events. We greatly appreciate the support of  our sponsors who 
are assisting us in making an unforgettable event. Lastly, in as much as little drops 
make an ocean, I am forever grateful to the organising committee, without whose 
persistence, hard work and creativity, this event would not be possible.

Tonight’s theme ‘The Missing Link’ addresses all the voids, and seemingly discon-
nected aspects in our understanding of  nature, society and mankind. Pushing back 
the frontier of  the unexplained and the missing is what the scholars and researchers 
around the world do daily, armed with knowledge and patience to dispel ignorance 
and illuminate the unknown. We wanted you to experience that thrill of  discovery 
and to share the findings with your friends, colleagues and collaborators.

We meticulously chose today’s speakers from an intentionally broad range of  
disciplines to unlock previously unknown worlds and inspire you. They will make 
you wonder as you wander through their extraordinary inventions and discoveries, 
the challenges they faced, and the stories they tell that might otherwise have been 
lost. We encourage you to identify missing links in your own understanding, and we 
hope to inspire you to reach into that great unknown and grasp the missing piece of  
your puzzle. 

Let us together make this night a memorable celebration of  the missing link, 
in the light of  ideas worth sharing.

Matko Bošnjak, Curator
TEDxGoodenoughCollege 2015 



Dear Guest,

I am delighted to welcome you to this TEDx event at Goodenough College. 
Now in its fifth consecutive year TEDxGoodenoughCollege has become a highlight of  
the College programme and is eagerly anticipated by all our members.  

Goodenough is singularly well placed to host an annual TEDx conference. Our 
700 international students are studying the widest range of  academic disciplines at 
Masters, PhD and post-doctoral level at all of  London’s universities. They represent 
a remarkable talent pool and constantly exchange ideas with each other in an at-
mosphere which encourages mutual respect and common understanding. Through the 
medium of  talks, seminars and conferences they explore key global issues through an 
inter-disciplinary prism. Our TEDx event may be the highlight of  the academic year 
but it fits perfectly with the wider programme of  cross-cultural intellectual discourse 
at the college.

I congratulate Matko Bošnjak and his team for their immense hard work and com-
mitment in organising this event. They have put together an exciting group of  speak-
ers and I hope you are inspired by their ideas and share their ambitions. Enjoy the 
evening and please join us again for next year’s TEDxGoodenoughCollege.

Andrew Ritchie
Director, Goodenough College   
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The Programme

17:40 – 18:00 // Pre-performance / Pablo Álvarez Delgado

18:00 – 18:10 // Welcome Note

18:10 – 19:00 // Society  

africa’s missing Story / Sirio Canós Donnay

The missing War Story / Akshath Kalé

missing Citizenship / Dina Gusejnova  

Beyond the Ballot Box / Kate Lonie 

     Why we need to rethink capitalism / Paul Tudor Jones II 

19:00 – 19:10 // Performance / Camille Sors, Cara Coetzee & Henrietta Hill

19:10 – 19:30 // Break (with the jazz band)

19:30 – 20:30 // Sciences 

melting Into Thin air / Bradley Elliott

Unraveling our genetic history / Garrett Hellenthal

     The next outbreak? We’re not ready / Bill Gates

how Cancer evolves over Time / William Cross

anti-aging: Beauty or health / Jorge Castillo-Quan 

20:30 – 21:00 // Break (with the jazz band)

21:00 – 22:00 // Creativity 

     Hidden miracles of the natural world / Louie Schwartzberg

rewinding architecture / Dragan Krstevski

The hidden history of Pop music / Matthias Mauch 

Lab in a Pencil Case / Tempest van Schaik

The Picture Through her eyes / Bonnie Chiu





Africa’s Missing  
History 
Sirio Canós-Donnay is an archaeolo-
gist and AHRC-funded PhD candi-
date at UCL. Born in Spain, she read 
Archaeology & Anthropology at St 
Hilda’s College, Oxford, and holds a 
masters in African Archaeology  
from UCL.

Since 2013 Sirio has been directing 
excavations in the Upper Casamance 
region in southern Senegal (West 
Africa), researching the hitherto 
unknown archaeology of  the Kaabu 
Empire (13th-19th C). Her work 
combines archaeology, oral tradi-
tions, and written accounts from  
European travellers, and explores 
how West African history challenges 
some of  our traditional assumptions  
about societal development and  
statehood worldwide

Sirio CanóS-Donnay



The Missing 
War Story
Born in India, raised in Australia 
and having lived in Singapore and 
Canada, Akshath Kalé has had a 
lifelong obsession with history and 
international affairs with a focus 
on the Second World War. Akshath 
is a graduate from the Australian 
National University and is currently 
studying at LSE. 

Aspiring to work in public service 
after his studies, Akshath’s motivation 
for speaking at TEDxGoodenough 
College 2015 is to explore the im-
plication for the Second World War 
for the individuals that experienced 
it. Akshath believes that, in such a 
monumental, age-defining event 
which still holds significance even 70 
years after its end, we tend to forget 
that it was individuals that fought 
this war. Akshath hopes that we can 
shift our focus to the emotional and 
visceral aspects of  historical events 
against grand eloquent narratives.

akShath kalé



Missing  
Citizenship
Dina is an historian of  twentieth-
century political thought and culture 
currently teaching Modern European 
History at Queen Mary University 
of  London. She is also one of  the 
conveners of  the Passionate Politics 
group at UCL, an interdisciplinary 
research group exploring ties be-
tween emotions, social movements 
and politics. Her first book, Euro-
pean Elites and Ideas of  Empire, 
1917-1957 (forthcoming, Cambridge 
University Press), charts how Eu-
ropean identity was constructed in 
elite transnational milieus from the 
debris of  three continental empires. 
In September 2015, Dina will join 
the Department of  History at the 
University of  Sheffield as a Lecturer 
in Modern History.

Dina GuSejnova



Beyond The  
Ballot Box
Kate Lonie is a PhD candidate in the 
Department of  Gender and Cultural 
Studies at the University of  Sydney. 
Inspired by the 2013 media attention af-
forded to former Australian Prime Min-
ister, Julia Gillard, as well as the coverage 
of  the death of  Margaret Thatcher, her 
research aims to explore the relation-
ship between political media coverage 
and the nature of  the media and politi-
cal engagement of  young women in the 
UK and Australia. Prior to this, she 
completed an MSc in Gender, Media 
and Culture at the LSE. She also holds a 
Bachelor of  Arts from the University of  
Melbourne and Monash University.

In recent years, Kate has attained aca-
demic publication, and has presented at 
several conferences. Professionally, she 
has also had experience in the fields of  
consulting and higher education, hav-
ing worked as a Research Assistant at a 
number of  major Australian universities. 

kate lonie



Melting Into  
Thin Air
Bradley Elliott recently submitted his 
doctorate in human physiology at the 
University of  Westminster, examin-
ing the human response to reduced 
oxygen supply. His research involves 
collection of  tissues from individu-
als when they placed under hypoxic 
stresses, both to model diseases and 
to examine the basic science of  hu-
man physiology. 

Prior to this work, he completed a 
Masters, majoring in experimental 
medicine, at Univeristé Laval, Que-
bec, Canada, and his Bachelor of  
Science degree at the University  
of  Auckland, New Zealand.

BraDley elliot



Unraveling Our  
Genetic History
Garrett Hellenthal is a statistical 
geneticist and current research fel-
low at UCL, focusing on applying 
mathematical models to DNA data. 
Garrett received his PhD in Statistics 
at the University of  Washington, 
after which he continued post-doc-
toral work on genetic variants and 
increased risk in diseases at Oxford. 
Currently, Garrett constructs algo-
rithms to describe the genetic archi-
tecture of  different human groups to 
elucidate how genetic patterns vary 
across world-wide human groups and 
identify the factors that contribute to 
this variation.

Garrett has created software that can 
pinpoint times in the past when pop-
ulations have intermixed, highlight-
ing how all human groups appear 
to carry links to other genetically 
different groups. Garrett has helped 
quantify the genetic impact of  known 
empires and trade routes throughout 
history, determining which conquests 
and voyages have left the greatest 
residue in our DNA today.

Garrett hellenthal



How Cancer 
Evolves Over Time
William Cross is currently a PhD 
student at the Barts Cancer Institute 
working in the Evolution in Cancer 
Laboratory. He is mainly interested 
in how cancers genetically change 
over time and how this is related 
to therapeutic resistance and poor 
patient outcomes. William’s back-
ground is centred on cancer genet-
ics and he is currently working as a 
Bioinformatician, walking the line 
between computational analysis and 
the laboratory, which is essential to 
understanding the huge data sets 
arising from modern experiments.

After gaining his degree in 2005 from 
Cardiff  University in Genetics, Wil-
liam worked as a Research Techni-
cian at the Bristol Genetics Labora-
tory. While working as a Healthcare 
Scientist, he helped determine the 
prognosis of  children with Leukae-
mia and in the diagnosis of  inherited 
cancers. After completing his masters 
in Bioinformatics, William moved 
to London and currently has several 
publications pending on how colorec-
tal cancers evolve. 

William CroSS



Anti-Aging: 
Beauty Or Health
Dr. Jorge Iván Castillo-Quan gradu-
ated with a Medical degree from the 
Autonomous University of  Yucatan, 
in Mexico. After his clinical training, 
Jorge completed an MSc in Clinical 
Neuroscience from the UCL  
Institute of  Neurology and a PhD  
in Genetics, Neuroscience and Bi-
ogerontology from the UCL  
Institute of  Healthy Ageing. Cur-
rently, Jorge is a Max Planck Society 
Research Associate at the UCL IHA 
and Research Department of  Genet-
ics, Evolution and Environment. In 
2016 he will begin a Postdoctoral Fel-
lowship at the Joslin Diabetes Center, 
Harvard Medical School. 

Jorge is also one of  the Founding Ed-
itors of  a Blog called “Neurociencias 
México” which disseminates neuro-
science in Spanish. Additionally, he is 
a member of  an NGO called Teach-
ing and Research in Neuroscience 
for Development (TReND) in Africa, 
which is taking affordable Neurosci-
ence to Sub-Saharan Africa.

jorGe CaStillo-Quan



Rewinding  
Architecture
Dragan Krstevski was born in Skopje 
(Macedonia) where he graduated 
with distinction at the Faculty of  
Architecture, University Ss. Cyril 
and Methodius. His undergraduate 
research focused on the development 
of  an Architectural Centre for Skopje. 
Currently he is completing a research 
Masters on Sustainable cities. 

During his studies, Dragan co-found-
ed the architectural group ‘First Archi 
Brigade’ which deals with the archi-
tecture and urbanism in Skopje. He 
is co-author of  the publication “First 
Archi Brigade – The Utmost Incomplete 
Archive” which is about Skopje’s his-
tory and architecture. He has written 
articles in magazines about Skopje’s 
architecture and organised architec-
tural tours of  the city. He has also 
taken part in many international and 
local workshops, seminars, confer-
ences and talks. After graduating he 
worked at Gensler (London) and  
currently is a partner at Make  
Architects (London).

DraGan krStevSki



The Hidden History 
Of Pop Music
Matthias Mauch is a researcher in 
music informatics. As an undergrad-
uate mathematics student in Rostock, 
Germany, he earned his pocket mon-
ey as an amateur musician. Combin-
ing his passions for maths and music 
he went on to do a PhD. in electronic 
engineering at Queen Mary Univer-
sity of  London – on algorithms to 
automatically transcribe chords from 
music recordings.

After a post-doc in Japan and a Re-
search Fellowship at Last.fm returned 
to Queen Mary in 2012 on a Royal 
Academy of  Engineering Research 
Fellowship, investigating music signal 
processing, human singing, and the 
evolution of  musical style. He’s pub-
lished over 40 peer-reviewed confer-
ence and journal papers. Together 
with his research collaborators from 
Imperial College London he’s a 
recipient of  a 2012 Cozzarelli Prize 
for scientific excellence and original-
ity from the National Academy of  
Sciences of  the USA.

matthiaS mauCh



Lab In A 
Pencil Case
Dr. Tempest van Schaik has always 
been searching for the missing link 
between art and engineering, science 
and design, and so-called left and 
right brain thinking. She was inspired 
by the futuristic thinking of  science 
fiction to pursue a degree in Biomed-
ical Engineering and then Electrical 
Engineering in her native country 
South Africa. She then moved to 
London for a PhD in Bioengineer-
ing at Imperial College, focusing on 
medical sensors, which she complet-
ed in 2014.

In parallel with studying engineer-
ing, she has created illustrations 
and sculptures on a freelance basis 
for magazines, events and clothing 
brands. She’s run a handmade jewel-
lery business; produced art, design 
and photography for exhibitions; and 
has won a prize at the Thami Mnyele 
Awards. Currently, Tempest works 
at Science Practice, a London-based 
research and design company where 
she works on science and  
health care projects.

tempeSt van SChaik



The Picture Through 
Her Eyes
Born and raised in Hong Kong, Bon-
nie Chiu moved to London in 2013 
to complete an MSc in International 
Relations at LSE. Bonnie co-founded 
Lensational on the International 
Women’s Day of  2013, aiming to 
empower women through photog-
raphy. Since then, her team has 
expanded to 30 volunteers from 15 
nationalities. She has conducted pho-
tography workshops with 150 women 
and girls in Hong Kong, Myanmar 
and Pakistan. 

Bonnie has received awards for 
Lensational in social venture compe-
titions and is one of  the 15 students 
to be endorsed by the LSE for the 
Tier 1 Graduate Entrepreneur Visa, 
allowing her to bring Lensational, to 
Europe. She has received global me-
dia coverage for Lensational includ-
ing the Guardian in the UK. Apart 
from directing Lensational, Bonnie is 
also a consultant at a philanthropic 
advisory firm called The Social In-
vestment Consultancy.

Bonnie Chiu





Born in Madrid, Spain, Pablo 
began his studies in music at the 
age of  eight and has taken this 
passion further to study for two 
Masters in piano performance 
where he finished with the highest 
qualifications. He has performed 
extensively as a soloist and 
accompanist, and also participates 
in ensembles, orchestras and choirs 
for which he has received several 
awards including the first prize 
in the Premier Challenge Cup; 
the first prize in the Chopin-Liszt 
Competition; and the “Fernando 
Remacha Prize”. Pablo recently 
recorded his first CD and continues 
to regularly play at concerts and 
events across Europe.

Camille Sors is a French cellist born 
in Grenoble, France in 1993. She 
began the cello at the age of  eight 
until she moved to Lyon where 
she continued her cello study in 
Conservatoire Régional de Lyon. She 
is currently in her first postgraduate 
year at the Guildhall School of  
Music and Drama studying cello 
performance under the tutelage of  
Louise Hopkins.

Pablo Álvarez Delgado

Camille Sors



Cara Coetzee is currently studying 
for a masters at the Guildhall school 
of  Music studying for a masters with 
Rachel Roberts. After a year at the 
Royal College of  Music, she pursued 
a languages degree at UCL before 
moving back to freelance in South 
Africa, her country of  origin. She 
has a particular passion for chamber 
music and has performed widely at 
festivals in Brazil, Sweden, the UK 
and South Africa.

Henrietta, aged 22 from Derbyshire, 
is a violinist studying for a masters 
with Matthew Jones at the Guildhall 
School of  Music & Drama. She 
graduated from the University of  
Cambridge with a BA(Hons) in 
Natural Sciences in 2014, where 
she held an Instrumental Award 
(IAS). Henrietta has a dipABRSM 
(distinction) and is grateful to the 
Stephen Bell Charitable Trust 
for their support with her studies, 
allowing her to pursue her passion 
for chamber music

Cara Coetzee

Henrietta Hill



John-Paul Muir has established 
himself  as one of  the finest pianists 
to emerge from New Zealand in 
recent years, and certainly one 
of  the most versatile; equally at 
home in both classical, jazz, and 
contemporary genres. He currently 
enjoys a freelance career based in 
London, and hosts a regular jazz 
night at Goodenough College.

John-Paul Muir

Northumbrian-born, London-
based musician Alison Beck is an 
emerging jazz and gospel vocalist, 
composer and arranger whose many 
performance credits appearances 
at Union Chapel, King’s Place, the 
606 Jazz Club, the Vortex, St Paul’s 
Cathedral, the National Portrait 
Gallery, the Barbican, Marlborough 
Jazz Festival, Glasgow Jazz Festival, 
Westminster Cathedral, and multiple 
times in the London Jazz Festival. 
Last year she sang with the Heritage 
Orchestra and Goldie in a sell-out 
show at the Royal Festival Hall, 
joined the London Community 
Gospel Choir, and recorded vocals 
for Madonna’s new album.

Alison Beck



Tom Bartlett has been gigging 
professionally around London 
and the UK for several years, 
having studied double-bass 
with teachers in both London 
and New York. He specialises 
in jazz, and also performs 
in a variety of  ensembles 
covering music as diverse as 
classical/orchestral and Latin-
American music.

Tom Bartlett

Christian Føhrby
Christian Føhrby provides tonight’s 
accordion entertainment with a smile 
and his customary loudness. He 
bought his accordion from an old, 
but mysteriously eBay-savvy man 
living in the Danish country
side some years ago, and has since 
used it to spread general joy and 
entertainment, as it has featured 
in midnight serenades, climate 
change marches, open mic coffee 
houses, tango presentations, and 
most importantly, streets. Regular 
repertoire includes Irish folk, 
Chinese pop, French drinking  
songs, Mozart and Spice Girls.



The SPonSorS

We would like to extend our gratitude to our very generous
sponsors and partners who contributed in making TEDx
GoodenoughCollege 2015 a splendid event.







http://www.tedxgoodenoughcollege.com                 

https://twitter.com/tedxgoodenough 

https://www.facebook.com/tedxgoodenoughcollege


